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What is AggieBuy?

• TEES utilizes a software system called AggieBuy for purchasing and 
invoice processing.  Invoices and payment requests are initiated and 
created within AggieBuy, which is fully integrated with FAMIS.

• This course is designed for employees already familiar with creating 
AggieBuy requisitions and non-PO based invoices and want to follow the 
document through to the paid invoice process and understand other 
aspects of accurate invoice processing. 



AggieBuy Courses Available

• Courses are offered monthly

• Review TrainTraq for current training dates



Today’s Class Objectives

• Understand the fundamentals of invoice payments

• Understand non-PO “vendor” invoice setup and employee reimbursements 
(including numbering schematic)

• Understand non-reimbursement payments to individuals and other expense 
types with specific requirements

• Understand how to review invoices in AggieBuy and FAMIS

• Understand the importance of receiving properly

• Understand the resources on the A/P website

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/accounts-payable/index.html


Invoice Fundamental Basics
• An invoice is a demand for payment presented by the vendor in 

exchange for a good or service. 

• An invoice provides 
- name and remit to address of the vendor, 
- description of the goods or service provided, 
- amount owed, 
- invoice number and invoice date (usually).

• Invoice must be itemized and original. 

• Do not enter statements, quotes, banquet checks, or other non-invoices 
into AggieBuy – contact the vendor for an original invoice. 

• Invoices and receipts must be “date stamped” upon arrival at the 
department.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/accounts-payable/resources/invoice-guidelines.html


Expenditure Grid
• Understand what types of expenses can be paid on TEES funds

• Understand what accounts you can use for various expense categories

• For example, by reviewing the grid, you will see that alcohol can only be paid for 
only on specific account ranges

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Expenditure-Guidelines-Grid-FAMIS-Accounts.pdf


Vendor Selection and Remit To
• Select accurate vendor (e.g., TAMU and TAMUS are not the same).

- No one can correct the vendor once selected.  
- Invoice must be canceled (rejected) and you will need to start over if it is 

submitted into routing. 

• Select correct remit to address to match invoice.  
- If you need a remit to address not available in AggieBuy, then send a 

comment within AggieBuy to Vendor Help. Make sure your invoice is 
already attached as an internal attachment.  (Remember, you will send 
comment before submitting into routing.)  After Vendor Help responds 
(also AB comment), you will select the correct address and submit into 
routing.

• If your vendor is not setup at all: 
- Instructions are available on the A/P website, vendor setup tab.
- Do not start the invoice if the vendor is not available.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/accounts-payable/vendor-setup.html


Federal Express
• When you type “Fed Ex” in the search and click the magnify glass there are 

a lot of choices (see next slide)

• Look at the invoice vendor name to make a proper selection for your 
situation. 

• The typical selection is Federal Express Corporation. 



Fed Ex Choices



Fed Ex Freight vs Fed Ex Invoices
• Notice when Fed Ex Freight needs to be paid, “Freight” is in the vendor

name:

__________________________________________________________________________________________

• This is a “regular” Fed Ex invoice:



Payment Scheduling

AggieBuy schedules ALL payments

• Based on vendor invoice date and due date terms
• Term is 30 days from invoice date for most vendors (default)
• Term is 5 days on employees / students
• If vendor offers discount, term can vary



Payment Scheduling 
for Vendor Offering Discount

If vendor offers discount terms, it might already be on the vendor file.
- i.e., McMaster-Carr
- You can add terms if needed (either % or dollar) as long as 

receiving a discount



Discount Terms

• Many vendors that offer discounts will have the terms automatically 
applied through vendor table, such as McMaster-Carr.

• Setup the invoice for the full invoice amount, not the expected 
discount. 

• If the invoice gets fully approved in AggieBuy and posted to FAMIS by 
the discount date, the discount will be automatically taken.

• Often the discount does not apply to shipping so be sure to break that 
out separately (not as a non-PO line item) – see next slide.



Notice Where to Add Shipping Amount



Prompt Pay Interest (PPI)

• Due when we don’t pay our vendors (employees, students and state 
agencies excluded) within 30 days of the latest of the following three 
dates
- Invoice date (what we schedule based on)
- Invoice receipt date (must be same or later than invoice date)
- Goods/service received date

• We will discuss entering accurate dates later – this is a big reason why!

• PPI is 5.75% in fiscal year 2023.  For more information on rates see this 
state website

https://fmx.cpa.texas.gov/fm/pubs/purchase/prompt_pay/index.php?section=overview&page=rate


Advance Payments

• As a general rule we pay vendors after we have received the goods.

• If a down payment is required by the vendor, that needs to be 
commented in the PO (or on the invoice).

• Unless there is business advantage such as a cost discount, receive 
something more for extra years, etc., we only pay for services for one 
year (not multiple) – i.e., memberships or subscription services. 



Changing Business Unit 
on non-PO Based Invoices

• COE and other personnel associated with TAMU, need to change the 
PO business unit from 02 to 28 on 100% TEES (28) fund invoices.

• This change will ensure that the invoice routes to the proper back-office 
stops. 

• On a non-PO based invoice, make sure you do not change the invoice 
owner field.

• Detailed instructions here.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/invoice-MBU-in-Aggiebuy-9-13-21.pdf


“PO Business Unit” Field 
on Non-PO Invoices



Change Business Unit 
on Requisitions as well

• It is not as simple on requisitions but just as important.

• Please review these detailed instructions for steps and screenshots.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Req-MBU-in-Aggiebuy-9-13-21.pdf


Who Can Prevent Duplicate Payments?
YOU Can!

• Make sure that the invoice has not already been paid (i.e., the invoice 
shows an outstanding balance). 

• Do not put through AggieBuy an invoice that was paid on a TEES / 
TAMU Payment Card.

• If AggieBuy gives you a duplicate value error (below), make sure you 
research before just adding an “A” to the end! (comments are helpful).



Duplicate Paid Invoices

• Let’s look at a couple of examples of invoices that 
were put in AggieBuy to be paid.  

• Can you tell why they should not have been created 
in AggieBuy?



  



  



   



   



    



You Should Now Understand These 
Invoice Fundamentals

• Eligible account selection

• Proper vendor selection

• Payment scheduling and interest

• Changing business unit in AggieBuy for 
proper routing

• Duplicate payments



Understanding 
Non-PO Invoice Setup

Vendor Payments 
and 

Employee Reimbursements

   



Where Should the Vendor Send 
an Invoice?

It depends!
• Invoices for purchases not initiated through AggieBuy (non purchase 

orders) are mailed directly to the department and must be entered as 
non-PO based invoices (if not already paid by a credit card!) or created 
against a contract. 

• Remember, purchase orders need to have the invoice entered by 
TEES Accounts Payable (A/P) on CC28 funds.  
- The invoice should come directly to A/P from the vendor.

- If the vendor sends to the department, add comment in AB (and 
send the comment!) and attach.  Detailed instructions are on our 
website.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Invoices-Referencing-AggieBuy-PO.pdf


Invoices Against a PO

• Since the department approved the requisition, invoice will not route to 
department for approval unless the invoice is for more dollars than the 
original PO, on a line-item basis.

• Examples
- Overages on copiers,
- Shipping, 
- Individual line items are higher.

• Do not approve the invoice if you are not okay with the extra expense
- Contact vendor for a credit memo if needed.



Invoices Against Contracts

• If instead of setting up a PO, you are paying from an AggieBuy 
contract, make sure you know your contract # (ask Purchasing if you 
don’t) and create your invoice from the “Contracts” icon, not the 
“Accounts Payable” icon.



Non-PO Based Invoices

• Used in situations when a punchout, contract, hosted catalog, 
or non catalog requisition was NOT done.

• Vendor mails invoice to department and department creates 
the invoice directly into AggieBuy.

• Follow these detailed instructions. 

• Don’t forget to attach the invoice (or receipts) in “internal 
attachments”.

• Make sure the invoice does not reference an AggieBuy PO, if it 
does, do not setup as a non-PO based invoice.

https://aggiebuy.tamu.edu/_media/non-po-based-invoice.pdf


Review invoices that arrive at the 
department for a PO number

If you see an AggieBuy PO number, do not setup as a non-PO



Orders Placed Outside of AggieBuy 
(Non-PO)

• Provide the vendor with a purchase order number of
Member #-Department Code-FAMIS Account #- Support Acct #.

• The Member number and department code are required, the account and 
support account are optional but recommended.

• For example, if TEES Fiscal placed an order with a vendor, but did not use 
the AggieBuy PO process, we would provide the following PO # to the vendor 
at a minimum: 28-FISC, with the recommended format being 28-FISC-
205637-00000.

• Helps us quickly identify who the invoice belongs and how it should be 
funded.

• Increases the efficiency in which these “non-PO” invoices are processed for 
payment.



Setup Non-PO Line Items

• Add a “Non-PO Item” for each category of expense (supplies vs food vs 
equipment vs services, etc.) on the invoice.

• If your category of expense is on the frequently used commodity code 
list, then include the code on that Non-PO Item.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Frequently-Used-Commodity-Codes.pdf


Frequently Used Commodity Cost List 
(partial)



Frequently Used Commodity Codes
• For certain categories of expenses, when entering an AggieBuy Non-PO 

Based Invoice, please include the commodity code – if not on list – skip!

- Add within the section “Add Non-PO Item”

- Expand “Additional Details” arrow to see your opportunity to enter the 
code

• See full list of frequently used codes here

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Frequently-Used-Commodity-Codes.pdf


4013 is NOT a Catch All Code!

• If what you have purchased is not a research supply / consumable (i.e., 
supply that will last less than 1 year with a low cost per unit), please do 
not code it 4013 (99900297).

• For non-PO based invoices, we ask that you only input a commodity 
code when that line item it is on the frequently used list.

• TEES A/P will add the proper commodity code when the purchased 
item is not on the list.

• For requisitions, do not add commodity codes at all. TEES Purchasing 
will add for you. 

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Frequently-Used-Commodity-Codes.pdf


Example of Needing to Breakout Line Items

This invoice consists of 1 piece of equipment and 2 consumables:



Wrong Way to Setup

• Do NOT put all under one line item coded to 4013 like the below:



Correct Way to Setup

• How this invoice should be input with two lines with different codes:



TAMU Telecom Invoices

• Notice that these commodity codes are on the frequently used list so 
please be sure you add them in.

• These need to be broken out into multiple Non-PO items – one for 
each commodity code.

• Please don’t put these through as “rushes”.



TAMU Information Technology Invoice



Notice the Multiple Items with 
Commodity Codes Added



Rushes
• Please use this feature sparingly; often slows down process if it wasn’t going 

to stop at A/P before.

• Remember A/P works based on invoice date (except for commodity code 
assignment) so older invoices are automatically at the top of A/P’s workflow.



Notice the routing before RUSH is selected
when commodity code has been added by you



Same Invoice with Rush Selected 
(notice the extra stop)

• The key is that the 
commodity code has been 
entered and the invoice is a 
low dollar amount with low-
risk goods.

• Pay attention to the “What’s 
next” workflow
before you select “Rush” to 
be sure you aren’t adding 
unneeded stops!



When the dollar amount is higher, notice 
that rush can be useful



Last Reminder on RUSHES

• The standard criteria for rushing the 
payment process on AggieBuy 
documents are items involving 
discounts, past due invoices, or 
certain payments where the due date 
supersedes the prompt payment law 
(rents, utilities).

• If a payment needs to go out quicker 
than the typical AB generated due 
date, override the date and add a 
comment explaining why the payment 
needs to be “rushed”.

- Example: the vendor required a 
pre-pay (this needs to be in 
writing).



Special Payment Handling

• Do not enter in this field unless you have a special need.  Meaning this field 
should NOT be input most of the time.

• Use to ask for a wire transfer – if you don’t, check/ACH will cut instead!

• When select “pick-up check”, put who to contact (and phone #) on the 
comments tab or as an internal note.

• If you select Accounting only, no disbursement will generate, and vendor will 
NOT be paid (this has very specific uses).



Wire Transfers

• If the invoice is in US dollars:
- select Wire Transfer – US Dollar
- Attach wire transfer form
- Be careful on stipends or ICs if Glacier tax paperwork involved

• If the invoice is in foreign currency, 
- select Wire Transfer – Foreign Currency (unless you have written 

documentation for an agreed upon US dollar amount)
- Attach a currency conversion (Oanda.com) showing the US dollar 

amount entered into AggieBuy
- Attach wire transfer form marked with proper amount of foreign 

currency (not what you entered into AB which was US dollars)
- After wire is sent, the actual US dollar amount (after bank 

conversion) will be charged to your account

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Wiring-Funds-Form.pdf
https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Wiring-Funds-Form.pdf


Vendor Invoice Numbers

Enter the Supplier Invoice Number exactly as it appears on the invoice, including 
extra spaces. You are limited to 14 characters so if the vendor invoice number 
exceeds the 14-character limit, start at the right side of the number and count 
backwards to 14 characters. 

• Example 1: 147-851-74AT 
This is less than 14 characters so enter exactly as it appears (include special 
characters) 

• Example 2: A 1547895 
This has an extra space but enter exactly as it appears: A 1547895 
If this invoice had what appeared to be more than one space between the A 
and the 1, leave only one space

• Example 3: 00010000015463FJ 
This is too long so enter just the last 14 characters: 010000015463FJ 



Vendor Invoices Without an Invoice Number 

• Various non-employee/student vendors may not have a vendor supplied 
invoice number, but AggieBuy requires the supplier invoice number field to be 
completed (max is 14 characters). You can continue inputting a department 
created number as you have in the past or other suggestions include: 

- On stipends, Homeland Security payments, memberships to an 
organization, etc. consider using the last name of the individual and a 
date (i.e., Mullens0618).

- Or you can use the AggieBuy document (invoice) number assigned by 
the system.



Dates Matter – Vendor Invoice

• Invoice Date
- Input the date vendor put on invoice.  
- AggieBuy no longer defaults

• Non-PO Goods Received date (GRD)
- Input date items actually received or last day of service  
- AggieBuy will default to today – change to make accurate

• Invoice Rcvd Date (IRD)
- Department should date stamp when the invoice arrives
- Input the “date stamped” date or actual received date

• Prompt Pay Interest (PPI) is calculated based on IRD and GRD 



Vendor Invoice Dates



Employee/Student Reimbursements

• Employee / student reimbursements will not have a formal invoice but 
will need receipts with proof of payment.

• Remember travel related documents are entered in Concur.

• Employee reimbursements are NOT a Best Practice. 

• For small dollar purchases, the payment card is the efficient payment 
method for processing delegated purchases (under $10,000). 

• We will discuss the invoice numbers for these reimbursements next.
(Following these rules keeps us from making duplicate payments.)

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Employee-Receipt-Policy.pdf


Employee/Student Reimbursement 
Numbering Schematic

• Supplier Invoice Number = employee last name followed by 6-
character date of purchase (mmddyy). 

• No spaces, dashes, or hyphens. 

• AggieBuy will only accept 14 characters in this field, so we need to keep the 
supplier invoice number very compact (i.e., no special characters). 

• If the last name is more than eight characters, just use the first 8 letters of the 
last name plus the 6-digit date. 

• Common error – including all 4 digits of year – avoid this pitfall – only use 2-digit 
year.

• Be sure to follow invoice numbering instructions on website.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/accounts-payable/resources/non-po-based-invoice-numbering-schematic.html


Employee/Student Reimbursements 
Numbering Examples

• Example 1: a receipt from October 25, 2021, purchased by Karen 
Gregory would be entered as Gregory102521

• Example 2: a receipt from July 3, 2021, purchased by Bob Smith-
Anderson would be entered as Smithand070321 (notice you drop the 
hyphen) 

• Example 3: a receipt dated May 21, 2022, purchased by Fred Zhou 
Kuman would be entered as Zhoukuma052122 
(if employee has two last names but without a hyphen, start with the 
first last name and add the second if you have enough characters)



Employee/Student Reimbursements 
Numbering for Multiple Receipts on Same Day

• One receipt per AggieBuy Invoice

• If the same employee had multiple reimbursable purchases on the 
same day, then put an “A” at the end of the invoice # for the second 
receipt 
- this will be a separate non-po based invoice in AggieBuy

- Example: Bob Smith-Anderson had two receipts on July 3rd

Second invoice number: Smithan070321A (because of the A at the 
end, we can fit one less character of Bob’s hyphenated last name 
of Smith-Anderson – i.e., 7 characters, not 8 this time)

Put B at the end for the third invoice number



Dates Matter – Employee Reim Invoice

• Invoice Date
- Date you are entering into AggieBuy (i.e., use “today’s date”)

• Non-PO Goods Received date (GRD)
- Date you are entering into AggieBuy (i.e., the AggieBuy default)
- This is to ensure we don’t pay Prompt Pay Interest to an employee

• Invoice Rcvd Date (IRD)
- Department needs to date stamp when the receipt(s) arrive
- Input the “date stamped” date
- If not date stamped, input vendor invoice date (above)
- You must attach the tax withholding form if this date is 90 days after 

the receipt date (see Taxation of Employee Reimbursements for 
additional information)

https://tees.tamu.edu/payroll/_files/_documents/Request_for_Tax_Withholding_on_Non-Salary_Compensation_Items.pdf
https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/accounts-payable/resources/taxation-employee-reimbursement.html


Are Reimbursements to Employees and 
Students a Good Practice? 

No!  

Please see Fiscal Office Memo sent on 
3/24/2023





How can YOU assist in this situation?

• Remind personnel that Payment cards can be obtained / checked out 
for small dollar purchases.

• Make sure department personnel know how to shop within AggieBuy –
preferable with punchout catalogs and HUB vendors.

• Make sure you communicate with personnel who frequently ask for 
nonbusiness meal reimbursements about other options.



Payments to 
Individuals Which Are 
Not Reimbursements



Payments to Employees and Students

• TEES reimburses employees and students for receipted expenses (i.e., 
reimbursements) in AggieBuy as discussed in the last set of slides.

• TEES does not make non-reimbursement payments to employees .
- Work with Payroll for fee payments.
- Reminder: all gift cards given to employees are taxable events.

• TEES does not make non-reimbursement payments to (nonemployee) 
TAMUS students.
- We can reimburse TAMUS institutions for items run through their 

student accounting system.



Payments to Other Individuals

When CC28 funds are used to process a payment directly to an individual 
not employed by the Texas A&M University System (or an enrolled 
student), there are two completely distinct methods depending on the type 
of payment.

1. Fees (or non-receipted expenses) for independent contracted 
services

2. Stipend Payments (those not in return for services rendered)



1. Fee Payments for a Service

• If a non-TAMUS employee is to be paid a fee for a service (or 
reimbursed for any non-receipted expenses such as lodging or meals) 
that does not require an AggieBuy requisition, then the “Request to Pay 
Independent Contractor Fee” form must be completed and attached to 
the AggieBuy non-PO based invoice.

• Includes payments to:
- research collaborators named in a sponsored agreement, 
- guest speakers, 
- contracted services such as, 

• copy editors, 
• web designers, 
• entertainers, etc. 

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Request_to_Pay_IC_form.pdf


Fees Continued

Instructions for the IC form are on our website as well.

Payments through AggieBuy to individuals are considered payments to 
independent contractors and are subject to IRS Form 1099 reporting, if 
they are a U.S citizen. (We will discuss fees to non-citizens later.)

AggieBuy documents involving an independent contractor (IC) will not be 
approved if the payee appears to have an employee relationship as 
opposed to IC relationship. These payments must be handled through 
Payroll rather than through AggieBuy. 

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/accounts-payable/resources/independent-contractor-fee.html


Not Eligible for Rehire

• If a previous employee has been designated in Workday as “Not 
Eligible for Rehire”, you may not enter into a contract with that 
individual.

• i.e., TEES Fiscal cannot pay the person as an independent contractor 
(IC).

• IC form recently updated with new question about the above.

• Be sure you always use the newest version on web – not a saved 
version.



    



      



Notice Section D - Citizenship

• If instructed by this section of the IC form to complete Glacier 
paperwork, please setup the individual to be able to do so.  Contact 
Payroll with Glacier questions.

• Review “Fees/Stipends Paid to Non-U.S. Citizens” on A/P website.

• Taxes are typically 30% for a service – notice how the IC has 
completed the “income type” category.  Below is a typical Glacier 
category for an IC.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Fees_Stipends_Paid_to_Non_US_Citizens_AB_Feb_2021.pdf


Glacier Income Type Choices for IC



Glacier Tax Summary Report

• Review the report submitted by the IC for these items:
- Income type (prior slide)
- Applicable tax rate (should be 30% for IC)
- Tax Treaty Exemption Status

• This will be highlighted on right side of page as well.  
• Will be either taxable (i.e., setup a line item to pay the IRS)
• Or will be exempt (i.e., IC can receive the full payment)

- Required Forms
- Required Document Copies
- IC signature on Tax Summary report



  



How do I setup the IRS Line for 
IC Taxes in AggieBuy?

• Review these instructions carefully.  They have screen shots and go 
into great detail on the exact steps you need to take. 

• Make sure you follow instructions for IC (stipends are also in this 
document).

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Fees_Stipends_Paid_to_Non_US_Citizens_AB_Feb_2021.pdf


What should be Included as 
an Attachment in AggieBuy?

• The completed and signed (section C) IC form.

• Invoice sent by IC (or if IC signature in Section E, no invoice required).

• If there is a fully executed (signed by both parties) contract, include it 
as well.

• If Section D asks for Glacier, then the Tax Summary Report and all 
required forms and document copies listed on the report.



2. Stipend Payments 
(Those Not in Return for Services Rendered) 

If a non-TAMUS employee / non-TAMUS student is receiving a stipend 
payment (i.e., payment not supported by receipts, such as participant 
support stipend or visiting scholar stipend) made through TEES Accounts 
Payable, then the “Stipend Payment Form” must be completed and 
attached to the AggieBuy non-PO based invoice.  Stipends are paid 
directly to the individual, never TAMU.

• If the individual is a student at a TAMUS institution but is neither 
enrolled for summer school sessions nor employed by the institution 
during the summer, then a stipend can be processed during those 
summer months. 

• The typical commodity code for NON-SERVICE stipends is 99900385.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Stipend_Payment_Form.pdf


Stipend Payment Form



Stipend Payment Date

Departments have discretion for when they want the stipend funds 
released. AggieBuy / TEES will schedule for after the time period of 
support unless department has changed the due date to an override date. 



If Stipend is to a U.S. Citizen

Create non-PO based AggieBuy invoice:

- Input commodity code,

- Attach TEES stipend form,

- Attach invitation letter if visiting scholar.

- Make sure you understand the time period you are paying (should 
be spelled out on the stipend form):

• Impacts dates you are entering,
• Impacts amount of the payment.



Stipends to Non-U.S. Citizens

• If instructed by stipend form to complete Glacier paperwork, please 
setup the individual to be able to do so.  Contact Payroll with Glacier 
questions.

• Review “Fees/Stipends Paid to Non-U.S. Citizens” on A/P website.

• Taxes are typically 14% for a non-service – notice how the stipend 
recipient has completed the category of their service.  Below is a typical 
Glacier category for a stipend recipient.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Fees_Stipends_Paid_to_Non_US_Citizens_AB_Feb_2021.pdf


Glacier Income Type Choice for Stipend



Glacier Tax Summary Report
• Review the report submitted by the stipend recipient for these items:

- Classification of service (prior slide)

- Applicable tax rate (should be 14% for non-service stipend)

- Tax Treaty Exemption Status
• This will be highlighted on right side of page
• Will be either taxable (i.e., setup a line item to pay the IRS)
• Or will be exempt (i.e., they can receive the full payment)

- Required Forms

- Required Document Copies

- Stipend recipient signature on Tax Summary report



How do I setup the IRS Line for 
Stipend Taxes in AggieBuy

• Review these instructions carefully.  They have screen shots and go 
into great detail on the exact steps you need to take. 

• Make sure you follow instructions for stipends (independent contractors 
are also in this document).

• It is important that the IRS section is properly setup as it triggers a 
payment to the IRS for the tax line on each voucher.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Fees_Stipends_Paid_to_Non_US_Citizens_AB_Feb_2021.pdf


What should be Included as 
an Attachment in AggieBuy?

• The completed and signed stipend form.

• If visiting scholar, include the invitation letter also.

• If stipend form asks for Glacier, then the signed Tax Summary Report 
and all required forms and document copies listed on the report.

• See AB document 53602974 for an example with just the document 
that should be included (no more, no less).



Questions about Completing Glacier

• If you, or your guests, need assistance with Glacier, please contact 
Engineering Payroll at 979.458.7493.

• Accounts Payable does not have access to Glacier.



Expense Types with Specific 
Requirements

Depending on the type of expense/payment, there may be specific 
documentation requirements before the payment can be processed.  The 
expenditure grid (or reviewing A/P forms) tells you about many of these 
situations.  

Below are a few more:

• Advertising
• Attorney Fees
• Food/Business Meals
• Gift Cards
• Insurance
• Notary Fees
• Subscriptions
• Tuition vs Fellowship
• Capital Equipment Fabrications

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Expenditure-Guidelines-Grid-FAMIS-Accounts.pdf
https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/accounts-payable/forms.html


Advertising

• If paying for an advertisement, the tear sheet or proof of the ad for print, 
or the script of the radio or television ad, must be attached as part of 
the payment documentation, as well as the dates the ad ran. 

• Advertisement is considered an exempt purchase for direct 
advertisements in newspapers, magazines, books, internet, radio, and 
television for example. 

• Marketing plans or complete advertising portfolios are not considered 
exempt and must be processed via a requisition through TEES 
Purchasing if they are greater than the delegated limit.



Attorney Fees

• State agencies may not retain or select outside counsel or pay a 
settlement or judgment without first receiving authorization and 
approval from the Texas A&M System Office of General Counsel who 
will obtain approval from the Office of the Attorney General. 

• Please attach the letter from General Counsel that you have permission 
to pay outside attorney fees.



Food / Business Meals

There are 5 main codes related to non-travel status food purchases



Business Meal

• Food coded 99900284 (6340) have to follow strict IRS rules for 5 Ws
- Who – exactly who was in attendance with full names, etc.
- What – breakdown of expenses / receipt
- When - date of meal
- Where – name of restaurant
- Why – TEES benefit of business meeting 

• Food/business meal form must be completed and attached (next slide)

• Business must have been discussed and documented on the form 

• See expenditure grid for allowable accounts (remember alcohol needs 
to be broken out separately and put on account that allows)

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Business-Meal-Form.pdf
https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Expenditure-Guidelines-Grid-FAMIS-Accounts.pdf


Food/Business Meal Documentation



Is All Food a Business Meal?

• It is not a business meal when food or a meal is being provided for a 
conference, short course, or seminar.

• Coding on these can be complex – review bottom of business 
meal/food form (BMF) for guidance.

• If alcohol is purchased, it will need to be separated (own line item) and 
coded as a 50202200.

• Departments need to complete the BMF and include it as an 
attachment in AggieBuy.



Also Not a Business Meal

• It is not a business meal when food is provided at an official event 
(business meeting, employee training class, etc.) and the food is not 
served as a major meal (breakfast, lunch, dinner).

• For example, cookies purchased for a meeting are not a “meal”.  They 
should be coded 99900284 (6339).

• The same goes for orange juice and donuts provided at an employee 
training class.

• Please also remember to refer to the expenditure grid for the accounts 
that can purchase official event food and include the business 
meal/food form (roster from training class, generalization of who was 
invited is fine for attendees).



Receipts for Non-Direct Billed Meals

• For non-direct billed meals, there should always be an itemized receipt 
with a meal purchase, not just the credit card summary receipt.

• For business meal employee reimbursements both in AggieBuy or 
Concur, you will typically submit both of these receipts (see receipt 
policy).

• Again, food / business meal purchases must be documented on this 
form.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Employee-Receipt-Policy.pdf
https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Business-Meal-Form.pdf


Review Food Documentation 
for Attendees

• The dollar amounts related to non-essential personnel at an official 
business meal (e.g., spouses) cannot be allocated to accounts on the 
expenditure grid line called “food and flowers – official events”.

• The spousal food and drinks will need to follow the expenditure grid line 
called “food-general office use”.

• As a general rule, make sure you understand if official business was 
discussed at the event or if the event was more social in nature (such as a 
reception, appreciation meal, holiday party) and select the appropriate 
account accordingly.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Expenditure-Guidelines-Grid-FAMIS-Accounts.pdf


Receptions, Galas and Other 
Festive Parties

• Food provided at these events are also generally not business meals.

• It needs to be paid off an account that is eligible to pay for “general 
office use” food (review the expenditure guideline grid).

• Include a food/business meal form (generalization of who was invited is 
fine for attendees).



General Office Use Food

• Food for general office use (coffee, water, candy, etc. available to 
employees, students, office guests, etc.) is not food for an “official 
event”.

• It needs to be paid off an account that is eligible to pay for “general 
office use” food (review the expenditure guideline grid).

• Code 99900284 (6339) on non-PO based invoices.

• The food / business meal form is not required for this category.



Catering

• Catering services code 99900285 (6338) should be used if a catering 
company is serving the food (except for sponsored participants which 
need to be excluded from MTDC).

• The food / business meal form is required for this code.



Gift Cards to Employees

• IRS requires this to be taxable income (added to employee’s W-2).

• Code 5240 (A/P will code for you in AggieBuy but for P-cards, make 
sure accurate code is put on document!).

• Attach “Request for Tax Withholding on Non-Salary Compensation 
Items” form.

• Review Expenditure Grid for allowable accounts.

• Review TEES Rule 31.01.10.E0.01 for more information about gifts to 
employees in general.

https://tees.tamu.edu/payroll/_files/_documents/Request_for_Tax_Withholding_on_Non-Salary_Compensation_Items.pdf
https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Expenditure-Guidelines-Grid-FAMIS-Accounts.pdf
https://tees.tamu.edu/ethics-compliance/_files/_documents/31-01-10-E0-01_TaxationAwardstoEmployees06-2020.pdf


Insurance

As a general rule, a department should not purchase insurance without 
prior approval of the policy – either by System Risk Management or TEES 
Insurance Services. This office oversees property and casualty insurance 
policies and coordinates the review of property damage and personal 
injury claims filed against TEES. 

When submitting a document in AggieBuy for an insurance policy make 
sure you have attached the prior approval to ensure all insurance coverage 
is procured in accordance with System Policy 24.01: Risk Management.

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/property/insurance-services.html
https://policies.tamus.edu/24-01.pdf


Notary Fees

• State employees designated by a state agency to be a notary public 
are no longer required to purchase a notary bond.

• Therefore, when notarizing documents outside the course and scope of 
your work duties, you will not have the protection for your actions 
unless you personally purchase the notary bond.

• All notary applications are to be submitted to the State Office of Risk 
Management with a check for $11.00 made payable to the Secretary of 
State. Procedures and applications can be found at the State Office of 
Risk Management website.

https://www.sorm.state.tx.us/insurance-services/notary-without-bond-forms


Subscriptions

• Subscriptions should be in the name of TEES/ the department. 

• In general, payment cannot be made more than six weeks before the 
start of the subscription period. 

• If payment is required earlier than six weeks, an explanation must be 
included on the voucher when on state funds.

• Give the beginning and ending date of the subscription on the voucher. 

• The voucher must state the exact campus address where the 
subscription is to be mailed.



Amazon Prime Memberships

• TAMUS has a purchasing partnership with Amazon Business.

• All Amazon purchases should go through our centralized Amazon 
Business account.

• TEES funds can no longer be used to purchase an Amazon Prime 
Membership.

• Contact TEES Purchasing for more information about signing up for 
Amazon Business.



Tuition

• COE departments can use their TEES accounts when entering tuition 
in TWAPMTS.

• Tuition cannot be posted to a State account (1xxxxx) or to an SRS 
SA=00000 (must use a different SA).

• If not using TWAPMT process, may only pay a TAMUS academic 
institution, never an individual.

• AggieBuy backup must include Compass printout.



TAMU Fellowship / Scholarship Definition

Fellowship
• Funds given to assist living and educationally related expenses.
• Monthly (or lump sum) payment to student through their TAMUS 

student account.
• You might hear these referred to as stipends but when paying a 

TAMUS academic institution, we do not code as a stipend so please do 
not use word “stipend” in AggieBuy for these situations. 

• This ensures A/P will assign accurate coding. Usually called a 
Fellowship on your Compass backup so use that word in AggieBuy 
description.

Scholarship
• Awarded on competitive basis.
• Lump sum payment to student through their TAMUS student account.



Fellowship / Scholarship

• Always pay TAMUS academic institution (Q invoice through iPayments)

• Never pay an individual directly for a fellowship/scholarship

• AggieBuy backup must include Compass printout



Capital Equipment Fabrications
(Construction in Progress)

Individual pieces are purchased and put together to create one single item 
which must:

• Reach a value =/> $5,000.00
• Have a Useful Life greater than one year
• Be functional and standalone asset
• The department / PI is responsible for identifying invoices applicable to 

the fabrication
• The PI must also notify their accounting staff if parts are removed, so 

that the value of the fabrication may be adjusted accordingly



Fabrication Items to Note

• The first voucher does not have to exceed $5,000.00.

• Vouchers may cross fiscal years.

• All transactions should be coded Object Class Code 8733 (do not put in 
commodity code but use object code on “Codes” section.
(A/P will not know that this is part of a fabrication so you need to add 
code / comment as we would probably assign wrong commodity code.  
If PO, make sure purchasing is aware of proper object code.)

• Smaller values which would typically be expensed can be capitalized 
(obj code 8733) as long as the items become a permanent part of the 
end item, are not consumables, and will not be removed from the final 
build.

• Extended maintenance/repair/service agreements are not included in 
the value.



More on Equipment

• If you purchase inventory items, an email is being sent to your Alt APO 
to build the preliminary asset in Canopy.   

• If you are aware of invoices that include inventory items, it would be 
helpful if you communicate with your departmental Alt APO (provide PO 
# or whatever information you have) so they can start gathering 
information to build the asset. 



Purchases on 
State Funds

  



State Funds on POs

• If AggieBuy is used “properly” (i.e., Requisition to PO to 
Invoice Payment) then the PO suffices as a purchasing 
documentation element of the 3-way match.

• Do receiving in AggieBuy to acknowledge receipt of the good 
or service.  i.e., two-way match rules do not apply on State 
funds.



State Funds on non-PO invoices

State required 3-way match guidelines:

1. Purchasing documentation (e.g., PO form, quote from vendor, catalog 
price list, pricing printout from website, etc.). Price quote must be dated 
PRIOR to the purchase of the goods. It should include the order date, 
quantity, price of goods & estimated shipping charge (even if it is an 
estimate, the amount that can be paid cannot exceed the quoted 
amount – move overage to local funds).

2. Invoice (must be stamped with IRD).

3. Receiving documentation (e.g., GRD stamped on invoice, packing slip, 
receiving report, etc.).



Spot Purchases

If the purchase was made and picked up directly at the vendor’s 
establishment within B/CS (or in rare occasions, while traveling or if 
residence is in another city—comments need to be added to explain), this 
is called an “On the Spot Purchase” and a quote prior to the purchase is 
not needed. Be sure there is a comment in AggieBuy (or written on the 
receipt) that includes “SPOT PURCHASE PICKED UP”.



Examples of Items NOT Allowed 
on State Funds

• Tuition, scholarships and fellowships

• Food / business meals

• Sales tax

• Tips

• Alcohol

• Gifts

• Any amounts above the PO or quote (includes shipping, surcharges, 
hazard fees or any other charge that is tacked on to the invoice)



Travel Direct Bills on State Funds

• Field in AggieBuy called Reimburse Vendor ID.
- Needed when using State funds to pay a direct bill vendor. 
- Will allow a non-po invoice creator to be able to select a vendor 

(person who used the direct billed service) and then you select a 
reimburse vendor ID (the invoice vendor).

• Example, state funds are being used to pay an Enterprise Rental Car 
invoice.
- The vendor that will be chosen on the initial create invoice screen in 

AggieBuy is the person who rented the car. (If they are not setup 
as a vendor in AggieBuy, that will need to be done first).

- Then, the reimburse vendor ID will be Enterprise Rental Car. The 
reimburse vendor ID will become the vendor record used to create 
and distribute the payment.



 



Employee or Student Reimbursements on 
State Funds

• If an employee or student makes a purchase with personal funds and 
needs to be reimbursed from a state account, use the Reimburse 
Vendor ID field.

• First, identify the receipt vendor (merchant) to be selected as the 
“Supplier Name” in AggieBuy. If that merchant is not already setup as a 
vendor, you will need to get the vendor setup first.

• Select the employee for the Reimburse Vendor ID field.



Employee Example on State Funds
• Employee Clint Merritt paid Dealers Electrical Supply and is requesting 

reimbursement.

• Select Dealers Electrical Supply as the Supplier Vendor. 

• Select Clint Merritt in the Reimburse Vendor ID field (remember, if your 
employee is not setup as a Reimburse Vendor ID, work with TAMU 
Vendor Help). 

• Once you have entered both vendors, Dealers Electrical Supply will 
ultimately be the vendor in FAMIS and Clint Merritt as the Alt Vendor in 
FAMIS and the payment will go to Clint Merritt.



Service Department Selections when paying 
Texas A&M University, TEES, Agrilife, etc. 

on State Funds
• If making a payment to TEES, Texas A&M University or any other 

System Member, you must select the appropriate service center 
(examples shown on next slide).

• If it is not a service center you are paying then you can just use the 
default selection.

• To be able to select one of the service centers shown below, you can 
simply select the normal Texas A&M University (or TEES, etc.) vendor 
and then edit the remit to address.

• You will NOT use the Reimburse Vendor ID in these situations. 



Service Department ID Examples

Texas A&M University Transportation – X0101417023
Texas A&M University Utilities – X0101417024
Texas A&M University Health Services – X0101417025
Texas A&M University Police – X0101417026
Texas A&M University Information Technology – X0101417027
Texas A&M University Telecom – X0101417028
Texas A&M University Educational Broadcast Services – X0101417029
Texas A&M University Financial Services – X0101417030
Texas A&M University Library – X0101417031
Texas A&M University Facilities Administration – X0101417032
Texas A&M University Student Services – X0101417033
TEES AggieFab Facility – X0101448025

Please remember that in AggieBuy, TEES should not be a vendor unless 
you are using State funds to pay a TEES service center. When using local 

funds, use the IDT process, not AggieBuy. 



Understand Searches to 
Identify Problem Invoices in 

AggieBuy

  



Returned Invoices

In AggieBuy, non-PO based invoices can be 
returned to the creator by an approver (within 
the department, Fiscal Office, etc.) or 
automatically by the system for a variety of 
reasons (usually budget check failure). 
Returned invoices need to be addressed by 
the creator within the department. 



How Do I Find Returned Invoices?



   



Who Else Can See My Returned Invoices?

• Generally no one else can see these and you can’t find them by 
searching for the AB invoice #.

• Always keep an eye on this AB box and make sure your student 
workers do as well or invoices that you thought were getting paid may 
not be paid at all!

• Detailed instructions on how to review these invoices can be found 
here. 

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Returned-AggieBuy-Invoices.pdf


System Generated Budget Error Returns 
Notice the message has the word “more” at end so press to read the 
remainder of the message. 

Once you have determined that the budget problem is resolved (or you change 
the account on the document), you can put back into routing by pressing 
“Complete” at the top (as you typically do to route a document). 



If Assistance Needed with Budget Errors

• Griselda Vazquez can assist with CC28 local account budget questions 
and “flag flipping”.   

• SRS PAs can assist with sponsored account budget issues and “flag 
flipping”.

• A/P staff do not have that FAMIS access.

mailto:gvazquez@tamu.edu


TEES Returned Invoices 
that Need to be Deleted

• If you have this situation, please send an AggieBuy comment to Karen 
Gregory, as opposed to someone else in A/P, requesting the invoice be 
cancelled. 

• Typical reasons you need returned documents canceled:
- Wrong vendor on invoice and you need to start over
- Document has already been paid on either a different AB doc # or 

by credit card
- No longer need to make payment

• Canceled invoices will release the encumbrance (as long as the 
account is not frozen). 



AggieBuy Comments
• How A/P communicates with you about an invoice.

• Please make sure you are reading comments.  When responding, do so within 
AggieBuy.  Do not hit reply in your email – we need the audit trail to stay in 
AggieBuy.

• Notice that AggieBuy automatically checks creators and other commenters so 
uncheck as needed to not bother extra people.

• A/P student workers assist you with invoice creation (PO based invoices and 
some non-PO ones as well)
- As creators, returns go back to them.
- They need you to provide answers so they can help you – please respond 

to their comments but don’t include them on questions to others.
- If system returned to them for budget issue, they remove the account and 

put back in routing (to department allocator).  Look at comments / history 
to see error to resolve.



AggieBuy Comments
• Once you receive an email about a comment on a document, press 

“View Comment” to read it within AB and respond within AB as well. 
(This is also the only way to know who else received the comment.)

• If you did not create the document, this is the only way you can see 
returned documents.

• Once you are on a returned document, you can make changes and 
submit / complete it, regardless of who originally created it.



AggieBuy Encumbrances

• If a document that has already encumbered gets returned, when it is 
resubmitted, it looks for enough funds to encumber again.  

• It will NOT encumber the second time, but it needs that amount of funds 
available.

• If document gets returned and you know it has already encumbered, 
contact your PA if SRS account or Griselda Vazquez if CC28 local funds. 

• When they have “flipped a flag” or made an adjustment to the account, try 
again.  

• Example on next slide.



Look for Encumbrance in AB History Tab



How to See the Encumbrance
that AB Referenced

• Screen 66 in FAMIS with the FAMIS Doc # from history tab
• Notice the encumbrance is still “Current”



Hanging Encumbrance on PO

• If you create a PO but then pay the invoice as a non-PO based invoice, it 
will not release that encumbrance that was created.

• You have created extra work by re-typing the invoice data and then 
someone will need to manually release the hanging encumbrance.  

• Remember to look at your invoice carefully 



Returned vs Rejected in AggieBuy

• Returned = goes to creator for them to fix.

• Rejected (canceled) = will not be paid.  It will try to release the 
encumbrance, if one existed.  If account is frozen, encumbrance will not 
release but AB document will cancel.  The easy way you will know 
about the hanging encumbrance is to check FRS66.  Contact PA, if 
applicable, and Karen Gregory to manually release these 
encumbrances. 



Rejected Invoices

• You will receive an email about rejected invoices, unless you turned 
those off in AggieBuy Preferences

• You also see them in your “bell” notifications (more on rejected / 
canceled invoices later)



HOW TO REVIEW INVOICES IN 
AGGIEBUY AND FAMIS TO 

ANSWER VENDOR QUESTIONS



4 AggieBuy Pay Statuses
(no status will show on returned invoices)

• In Process

• Payable

• Paid

• Cancelled



AggieBuy Pay Status = In Process
• Means it has not been approved through every workflow yet.

• Review “What’s next?” tab along right side, look for “active” box . 

• Don’t be confused if the “active” box has a check mark next to a name, 
one workflow can need multiple approvers (i.e., multiple department 
accounts and therefore multiple final approvers needed).



Expand the “active” link to see who the document is waiting with for 
approval.  

What’s next? Tab



Who Should I Call if I need invoice 
“approved quickly” to Payable status?

• One of the people on the active workflow box 
(see previous slide to find those people on the active workflow step)

• You can review the history tab across top of document to see when it 
was approved in the prior workflow box (i.e., to see if the people in the 
active workflow just received it). 



AggieBuy Pay Status = Payable

• Means it is through AggieBuy approvals but holding for due date (or 
paid today).



Payable Status, Due Date in Past
• Due date in the past but still payable status – why? 

• Look at “What’s next” workflow to see when it completed routing.  It may 
not have completed routing until after the due date (and if the completed 
date is today or yesterday, it may be in cycle to pay and AggieBuy not 
updated yet). 



AggieBuy to FAMIS: Non-PO Invoice

• In situations with a past due date or due date of today, look the next day. 
Then you will see the status updated to “Paid”.

• If you don’t want to wait, look in FAMIS now for FAMIS status.
• Use AggieBuy “Invoice number” (not supplier invoice number) which is 

also the AggieBuy document number.

• If non-PO based invoice, take doc # (also called invoice #) to FRS167 and 
use the last 7 digits.



Screen 167 shows the FAMIS Status

• FAMIS status = CYCL

• This FAMIS status means the check or ACH generated “today”



AggieBuy to FAMIS: PO

• To look up a FAMIS status when the AggieBuy document is a PO (as 
opposed to non-PO based invoice like we just reviewed), use FAMIS 
screen 295 with the AggieBuy PO number.



When Invoice is on a PO, 
Gather the PO #



Take AB PO# to FAMIS Screen 295

• Use screen 295 to find FAMIS Document # from AB PO#

• Take that # to screen 350 and search for your supplier invoice # and select 
that line.



Now we see the FAMIS Status!

And now you will be on FRS358

Notice the voucher status = OUT and you now have the FAMIS voucher #



Where do I see the Payment Due Date
on the PO based invoice?

You found the voucher number on screen 358 so take that number to screen 168



6 FAMIS Voucher Statuses to Know

• CYCL = means the check or ACH generated today

• OUT =  posted into FAMIS (from AB).  Waiting on Payment Due Date

• PAID = payment has processed and check # / ACH # is now available 

• RECN = Vendor has cashed the check

• P-OP =  Document final approved in AB the day you are reviewing it;   
document will try to close and post in FAMIS overnight.

• P-CL =  AB work is complete but error occurred in the posting of the 
voucher; TEES Fiscal is aware of these issues and works error 
reports daily. 



OUT Status



CYCL Status

• Payment generated today
• Check back tomorrow for ACH or Check #



AB Pay Status = Payable

• If you have an extenuating circumstance to justify the payment being 
processed before the AggieBuy due date, please email Karen or Gina 
with the voucher number and the justification to speed up the payment. 

• Remember to use FAMIS 167 or 295 to find the FAMIS voucher 
number.  (Which screen you use is based on whether it is a non-PO 
based invoice or PO based invoice). 



AggieBuy Pay Status = Paid



Finding Wire Information
• If the invoice was paid via wire, you will not see the wire date in this 

section, instead look lower down page under “Payment Information”.  It 
will be listed as check date. 

• The wire confirmation page will also be an “Internal Attachments” in 
AggieBuy.



AggieBuy Status = Canceled

• Action needed by YOU depends on the reason invoice was canceled

• Remember, returned versus canceled (rejected) are different in 
AggieBuy.  We discussed returned invoices earlier (look for under your 
action flag).



Why is an Invoice Canceled?

- Inaccurate vendor being paid (no one can change the vendor after it is put 
in routing)

- Duplicate invoice (maybe you paid on credit card)

- SRS or department reasons

- Generally, a canceled invoice releases an encumbrance, if applicable

- If a returned invoice needs to be canceled, do you remember what to do?



Canceled Invoice
• AggieBuy sends a comment when an invoice created by you has been 

canceled.

• Invoices can be canceled by anyone along the approval path so be sure to 
look at comments to see why it was cancelled. 

• Canceled invoices might need your attention.



Canceled Invoice Notification



Receiving

https://aggiebuy.tamu.edu/media/1290442/Receiving.pdf


Receiving

• How the department acknowledges that the goods/services have been 
received on POs

• How the department provides the date that the goods/services were 
received 

• Provides the approval to release the payment for line items that match 
(receiving done and invoice entered)

• Should ONLY be completed when the goods/services have actually 
been received 

• Remember to attend AggieBuy Receiving Training (register in 
Traintraq) – this is just a quick refresher



2 Way Match

• Process in which the invoice is matched to the PO if it matches in 
quantity, unit price, and extended amount without the need for receiving 
to be evaluated

• Reduces the need for departments to complete receiving on low dollar 
purchases against punch-out vendors and other high-volume vendors 
within AggieBuy

• Work with vendor if you do not receive items



AggieBuy Terminology
• Received = an item is marked Received when it is physically received

• Returned = marked when item is physically returned to vendor.  
(Often used to correct mistakes of receiving also) 

• Cancelled = used to “close-out” a PO for future receipts (be careful)

• Quantity Receipt = PO set up with UOM in quantity

• Cost Receipt = PO set up with UOM in cost

AggieBuy will not allow you to create the wrong type of receipt 
(quantity vs cost – you will see error message)



How to Receive ENTIRE PO

1. Open the purchase order
2. Select Create Quantity Receipt (or Cost Receipt based on your PO) and click Go
3. Enter the actual goods received date in the Receipt Date field
4. Optional Enter the invoice/packing slip # in Packing Slip No. field
5. Select Complete

Most mistakes happen when receiving entire PO – be sure you really have everything!



 



How to Partially Receive Items on a 
Purchase Order 

• First 4 steps are the same as receiving for entire PO

• Then remove the items that you have NOT received (next slide)

• Verify / adjust the quantity that you have received

• Select Save Updates

• Select Complete



    



Verify / adjust the quantity that you have received



How to Return Items on Quantity Receipts

1. Open the purchase order 
2. Select Create Quantity Receipt and click Go
3. Enter the actual goods received date in the Receipt Date field 
4. Optional Enter the invoice/packing slip number in the Packing Slip No. field 
5. Remove the items that you have NOT returned 
6. Verify/adjust the quantity being returned and select Retuned from the drop 

down 
7. Select Save Updates 
8. After you save then the Returned For section will appear and you need to 

select the reason for the return (required). You can add additional notes if 
needed 

9. Select Complete 



Step 5



Step 6



Step 8



Return Item Example
• The facts

- PO for 5 monitors
- All 5 arrive but one is broken
- Vendor invoices for all 5 

• To Do
- Receive 4 good monitors AND “receive and return” 1
- Contact vendor about returning the broken monitor
- Determine with vendor if you will receive a new monitor or if a credit memo 

(CM) will be issued
- Put a comment in AB about what you and vendor discussed / are handling 

about 5th monitor.
• If they are sending new monitor, do receiving when it arrives (invoice 

will pay then)
• If vendor sending credit memo (CM) instead of 5th monitor, original 

invoice will pay after CM is entered into AggieBuy against the PO



Why would I cancel an item? 

• Cancel receipts should ONLY be completed when you will never be 
invoiced for the item 

• Cancel receipts cancel the item from the order 

• Cancel receipts should release the encumbrance (doesn’t always work)

• Cancel receipts CANNOT be undone 

• Cancel receipts close out the PO so use carefully and best to involve 
Purchasing Office. 



How to Cancel Items from the Purchase Order 

1. Open the purchase order 
2. Select Create Quantity Receipt and click Go
3. Remove the items that you do NOT want cancelled 
4. Enter the actual goods received date in the Receipt Date field 
5. Optional Enter the invoice/packing slip number in the Packing Slip No. 

field 
6. Optional Enter Notes or Comments explaining why the items are being 

cancelled 
7. Verify/adjust the quantity that you are cancelling and select Cancelled 

from the drop down 
8. Select Complete 



Step 7 and 8



How to Create Cost Receipt 

1. Open the purchase order 
2. Select Create Cost Receipt and click Go
3. Enter the actual goods received date in the Receipt Date field 
4. Optional Enter the invoice/packing slip number in the Packing Slip No. field 
5. Optional Enter Notes or Comments if needed 
6. Verify/adjust the AMOUNT that you are approving for payment 
7. Select Complete 



Step 6



Cost Receipt Corrections

• When doing cost receipt corrections for accidentally receiving the entire 
amount or too much, please do not do a cost cancel receipt. Instead 
create a “Cost Received” line but use a negative dollar value.

• A cost cancel receipt to correct an over receipt will cancel the amount 
from the purchase order which releases that amount in FAMIS. Only 
use this in the event the vendor will not be providing those 
goods/services.



There is no return option on a cost 
receipt so RECEIVE using a negative 

amount.



What NOT to Do



ACTION REQUIRED - AggieBuy No Receiving 
automated email

When do you receive this email:

• An invoice has been processed in AggieBuy in which the 3-way match 
shows either no receiving, incomplete receiving, or "over" receiving. 
The invoice will remain in a pending status until receiving is completed.

• This email is intended for notification only, no email response is 
necessary, but ACTION IS REQUIRED in AggieBuy.

• If the goods/services have been received for any of the POs listed in 
the email, please do receiving in AggieBuy as soon as possible.



Who Receives these Emails?

• This notice is sent to all department allocators and all department 
receivers (based on PO department).

• This notice includes all invoices that are currently in the hold for receipt 
and matching exceptions steps.

• Please do not ignore these emails – please work on getting receiving 
completed so invoice can process through AggieBuy.

• The department has the option to have the default list overridden –
contact AP-Help@tamu.edu to request changes for your department.

mailto:AP-Help@tamu.edu


Comments in AggieBuy about Receiving

• If receiving still isn’t performed by 10 days before the due date, TEES 
A/P sees in our workflow.

• At this point, we will manually send a comment to you within AggieBuy 
asking for receiving to be completed.

• For efficiency, please try to do receiving when you receive the emails 
mentioned in last slides instead of waiting for this more labor-intensive 
process.



Second Type of Action Required Email

ACTION REQUIRED - AggieBuy Invoices – Past Due and Due in 5 Days

• This notice is sent to all department allocators

• This notice includes invoices that are in the following steps:
- Department Allocator
- Departmental Approval
- Final Approval
- Receiving
- Missing Internal Attachments

• These invoices have a due date prior to today or within 5 days of today 

• Invoices in these steps are waiting for something to be completed by the 
department in order to be processed – it might not be in your workflow, but 
you can help get it moved along by contacting appropriate department staff



Hanging AB Encumbrances
• Encumbrance issues tie up department funds.

• Be looking at accounts for unnecessary encumbrances.

• Keeping up with Returned documents will help with this - if the returned 
doc encumbered funds and is no longer needed, it needs to get placed 
back in routing and canceled to release the encumbrance.

• Keep in mind, the encumbrance will not release with the AB canceling if 
the account if frozen.

• On CC28 non-PO invoices, contact Karen Gregory if you need an 
encumbrance released on a cancelled or paid AB doc.  You need to 
provide the FAMIS reference # and the AB document #.  If AB doc is in 
progress or returned, you need to complete the AB actions to try to 
release the encumbrance without Fiscal doing the manual steps. 



TEES A/P Website and Email List

• TEES A/P has a comprehensive website with guidance on many A/P 
topics 

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/accounts-payable/index.html

- Please spend time reviewing the various tabs and documents

• Email reminders on hot topics related to A/P, TEES issued credit cards 
and travel are sent to a TEES Business Officer distribution list

- If you would like to be added to the list, email kgregory@tamu.edu

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/accounts-payable/index.html
mailto:kgregory@tamu.edu


TEES A/P AggieBuy Website
https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/accounts-payable/aggie-buy.html



Notice the Other TABs along the Side



PO Change Requests

• Great for changing account numbers on a PO

• TEES Purchasing asks that when you are trying to change something 
that impacts the vendor (quantity of items, etc.), to please just send a 
comment on the PO to Mary Williams and David Kirk instead of doing a 
change order.  TEES Purchasing will work with the vendor and assist 
which will probably go smoother than contacting vendor through the 
change order process. 

http://coe-intranet.tamu.edu/Business_and_Finance/TEES/Accounts%20Payable/files/Aggiebuy%20Change%20Request.pdf


Thank You

Karen Gregory    kgregory@tamu.edu 979.317.3815

Gina Gressett     ginagressett@tamu.edu 979.317.3832

Trina Thompson      tdthompson@tamu.edu 979.317.3830

Lynn Krueger     lmk410@tamu.edu 979.317.3813

mailto:kgregory@tamu.edu
mailto:ginagressett@tamu.edu
mailto:tdthompson@tamu.edu
mailto:lmk410@tamu.edu
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